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Abstract: Life style as one of the most influential factors on health, in addition people who manage a healthy life style show fewer risky behaviors. The present study aims to investigate life style of middle age women in Ravanasar city, in the Kermanshah county in West of Iran. In this cross-sectional study, conducted in Kermanshah county, the West of Iran, a total of 500 profiles of documenting Iranian women health were randomly selected to participate in the study. Data were analyzed by SPSS Version 21. Participants’ ages ranged from 30-60. Their average age was 44.94 years old, SD = 8.28. Smoking, alcohol drinking and drug abuse were reported 0.6, 0.2, 0.2 and 0.2%, respectively. About 34.6% of women had appropriate physical activity. The findings indicated, majority of participants suffered from abdominal obesity, over weight and obesity (74.6%) about 65.2% of them lived an inactive life style. On the other hand, 47.6, 53.2 and 22.6% of participants did not consume enough dairy products, vegetables and fruits, respectively. Also, 20.4, 29.2, 59.2 and 53% of participants reported eating fast food every week, drinking carbonated drinks every week and using semi-solid and solid oils and using salt with food, respectively.
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INTRODUCTION

World Health Organization (WHO) defined life style according to certain patterns resulting from interaction of personal features, social interactions, environmental situations and socio-economic conditions (Ditley and Scratchon, 2010). Now a days, experts introduce life style as one of the most influential factors on health; in addition, WHO announced that changes in life style could reduce risk factors to life (Meilher et al., 1997). Several studies reported that people who manage a healthy life style show fewer risky behaviors. Wide studies on life style also showed that smoking, inadequate physical activities, improper nutrition and obesity directly increase the risk of various chronic diseases (Ford et al., 2010). Curtis and coauthors estimated that over 50% untimely deaths in western countries result from people life styles (Taylor, 2012). Exercising and normal nutrition have been known to cause mental-physical health. Healthy life style, including having breakfast, regular exercise, etc., directly affects mental health. Unhealthy diet, on the other hand, results in a wide range of chronic diseases such as cardiovascular diseases, cancer, diabetes and illnesses relative to obesity; furthermore, a healthy diet includes having more fruits, vegetables, beans, nuts, cereals and avoiding salt, sugar, solid and semi-solid oils (Chen et al., 2005). Also, lack of physical activities is known as the fourth reason to death around the world. Regular exercising, such as jogging and cycling, has been proved to positively affect health conditions. Such regular exercising may reduce the risk of cardiovascular problems, diabetes, cancer, colon cancer and depression (Anderson et al., 2010). On the other hand, several studies suggested negative effects of drinking alcohol, smoking, drug abuse and psychotropic drug abuse on various illnesses and physical, mental and social problems (Jalilian et al., 2015; Jiahari et al., 2014; Ataei et al., 2014). Ford et al. (2010) studied factors such as eating vegetables and fruits, physical activities, smoking and...
Mass Body Index (MBI) among American citizens and reported the decrease of healthy lifestyle among adults during the last decade (Ford et al., 2010). Also, Pisinger et al. (2009) reported a direct relationship between physical activity and physical health, improved mental condition and healthy diet in Denmark. They further suggested that an unhealthy lifestyle caused less mental and physical health. A study in Australia reported middle age as the proper time to for women to improve their health behaviors. Results from a study suggested that 34% of the population under study increased their regular physical activities and almost 60% of them improved their diet at the age of 40 (Anderson et al., 2010). On the other hand, more recent studies on lifestyle reported that influential factors on healthy lifestyle have changed during recent years, so that physical activity scale decreased from 53-43% and eating 5 portions of fruits and vegetables per day decreased from 42-26; as the result, people mass body index increased from 28-36% and drinking alcohol increased to 51% (King et al., 2009). Considering the facts above, it seems essential to design and plan interventions to reform lifestyle. Though, it is necessary to identify the conditions before planning interventions. In this regard, experts believe that the first step to plan intervention plans should be the study on epidemiology (Mirzaei et al., 2011; Matin et al., 2014; Alavijeh et al., 2015). The present study aims to investigate lifestyle of middle age women in Ravansar, West of Iran.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

It is a descriptive study and the required data was collected from SABA recordings in 2015 in Ravansar, West of Iran. In this study, 500 profiles were selected randomly and the needed data was gathered. The first form of Documenting Iranian Women Health, developed by in two parts by Health Care Ministry of Iran was used to get the data. This study which has been approved by the Institutional Review Board at the Kermanshah University of Medical Sciences (KUMS.REC.1394.449).

Part 1; includes background and demographic information. It includes 5 items and checks for participant’s age, (year), education (elementary school, guidance school, high school, college degrees), marital status (single, married, widow, divorced), occupation, having health care insurance (yes, no).

Part 2; this study includes the items on lifestyle such as normal diet (dairy products, vegetables and fruits consumption with average 2 or 3 portion per day), inappropriate eating habits (having fast foods, drinking soda, using solid and semi-solid oils, using salt with food (checked by yes/no choices), checking BMI (normal, thin, overweight, obese, abdominal obesity), physical activities (checked as appropriate/inappropriate), regular exercising at average rates (e.g., 30 min jogging 5 days a week) and drinking alcohol, smoking, drug abuse and sleeping medicines (yes/no). The information gathered was analyzed using SPSS Software Version 21.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Participants’ ages ranged from 30-60. Their average age was 44.94 years old, SD = 8.28. Considering education, 42.6% were illiterate, 36.8% finished elementary school, 11.2% finished guidance school, 6.2% finished high school and 3% had college degree. Only 1 participant (2%) was employed, 98% of participants was married and 2% was single. All participants used health insurances. Figure 1 and 2 show participants’ BMI and physical activity rates. Furthermore, smoking, alcohol drinking, drug abuse and taking tranquillizers were reported 0.6, 0.2, 0.2 and 0.2%, respectively.

![Fig. 1: Body mass index status among participants](image-url)
Furthermore, Table 1 and 2 shows status of diet and inappropriate eating habits among the participants. Results from the present study showed 0.2-0.6% of drug abuse. In this regards, on their study on students, Takakura et al. (2001) reported smoking and alcohol drinking among 17.4 and 38.4% of the population under study, respectively. Simantov et al. (2000) reported alcohol drink 19.3%. Studies suggested lower rates of drug abuse and alcohol drinking among Iranian women. The reason could be that in Iran such behaviors are considered immoral however, participants might avoid answering due to legal reasons. Notice that the present study investigated middle age women in Iran while the recent epidemiological studies reported that drug abuse age reduced to teen ages. Therefore, it seems essential to study the effective factors to prevent drug abuse at young ages to plan influential interventions.

Based on the results from MBI, only 22.8% of participants had normal MBI. Ramezani et al. (2011) reported 4.5% thin, 45.4% normal MBI, 38%. About 8 overweight and 11.3% obese. Increasing rates of obesity has turned it to one of the biggest health challenges around the world which results from a complicated interaction between environmental factors, genetics and life style. In addition to increase in number of diabetes type 2, cardiovascular diseases and cancer cases, obesity may cause several other negative consequences to social health due to high economical expenses, increasing death rates and lower life quality (Tabatabae et al., 2015). Results from the present study also reported the necessity to pay attention to obesity in Iran. Results showed that 65.2% of participants had inappropriate physical activity conditions. Along with that, results from national study in Iran by WHO showed 75.3% of prevalence of inactivity in urban and rural areas focusing on having leisure time physical activity among women from 15-64 (Havzehei et al., 2008). Inactive life style has been known as a risk factor to various diseases and low rates of physical activities in society could warn health care policy makers in Iran.

Results from the present study suggested 51.8, 46.4 and 77% of participants consuming normal amounts of dairy products, vegetables and fruits, respectively. Furthermore, findings from our study reported 20.4% participants using fast foods, 29.2% drinking carbonated drinks, 59.2% using solid oils and 53% using salt with food. In this regards, Fazelpour et al. (2011) showed 97% participants using fried foods and 67% using fatty foods. Knowing that solid oils has been known as a threat to cardiovascular health, which causes the highest cases of death in Iran and considering the results of studies showing prevalence of unhealthy diets in Iran, it seems essential to consider the importance of developing interventions to improve life style in regard to nutrition.

Considering the importance of life style, Tamakoshi et al. (2009) suggested a reverse relationship between six factors relative to healthy life style (including avoid smoking, avoid drinking alcohol and using vegetables almost every day, MBI 18.5-24.9, regular physical activity and enough sleeping) and death due to every possible reasons among men and women and these
CONCLUSION

Majority of participants suffered from abdominal obesity, over weight and obesity (74.6%) about 65.2% of them lived an inactive life style. On the other hand, 47.6, 53.2 and 22.6% of participants did not consume enough dairy products, vegetables and fruits, respectively. Also, 20.4, 29.2, 59.2 and 53% of participants reported eating fast food every week, drinking carbonated drinks every week and using semi-solid and solid oils and using salt with food, respectively.
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